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Highlands Subdivision HOA Board of Directors Regular Meeting 
February 09, 2022 – 7:00PM-9:00PM – Virtual Meeting 

Minutes of the Meeting 

I. Call to Order/Roll Call 

President Kevin Campbell called the meeting to order at 7:03 via virtual meeting. Kevin 

Campbell, Cindi Livingston, and Ameer Beitvashahi were present. 

II. Approval of Minutes from Previous Meeting.  

Approved meeting minutes from 1/12/2022 Regular Board meeting, electronically submitted 

by Secretary Cindi Livingston and reviewed by all Board Members. II. Kevin Campbell 

motioned, Ameer Beitvashahi seconded; all in favor.11/10, AB seconded. 

III. Homeowner Open Forum.  

Three homeowners were present. One wished to observe and also expressed general “Thank 

You” to the Board Members for their volunteerism and work, which we much appreciated and 

expressed such. One present as a prospective volunteer who maybe be interested in serving on 

the Board and will observe the meeting. One present regarding architectural request. Reviewed 

and discussed request for Solar Panel installation, all in order and requirements met. Kevin 

Campbell motioned to approve, Cindi Livingston seconded; all in favor. (2022-2). This 

homeowner left following request review.  

IV. Reports of Officers 

a) Secretary/Treasurer. Cindi Livingston had no updates as of yet but commented she 

needed access to the Tempo reporting portal and to receive all reports-Kevin will 

notify Tempo.  

b) Vice-President. Ameer had a general query on enforcement letters procedures in 

general; we confirmed the procedures and that they could be sent to Tempo as 

necessary and not in a batch.  

c) President. Kevin Campbell indicated he had correspondence with Tempo regarding 

speed sign installation and they would work on obtaining quotes. Asked Ameer to 

forward the information from the County previously received with installation 

recommendations. Confirmed annual mailing was sent as instructed. Kevin confirmed 

that the previously authorized clearing of brush around the yield sign at the meeting 

of The Highlands and The Wick had been completed and visibility is much improved, 

we are waiting for the invoice on this.  

V. Open Business 

a) Open Enforcement Issues.  
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1. Fence and addition with no request, fence is forward of foundation line. 

Ameer providing letter to Tempo. (2021-23) 

2. Possible animal rescue, no response to first letter. Kevin prepared second 

letter and will have Tempo send this week. (2021-18) 

3. Painted fence. Property has now transferred. Asking Tempo to verify 

homeowner through county records and send second letter. (2021-22) 

4. Fence forward of foundation line. Compromise offered that on the side of the 

home abutting neighbors fence it can remain; on the side exposed to the 

roundabout asked that it be moved back to the line. Home is for sale; Kevin 

has emailed the realtor to let them know there is a pending violation and asked 

for status, as this should really be corrected by the outgoing homeowner. 

(2021-15) 

5. Broken window, missing siding, occupancy issues, noise, excessive cars. 

Kevin to prepare letter and have Tempo send this week. (2022-2)  

b) HOA Dues Update. Lien Threshold/Collections Threshold. We have several that are 

over several hundred. Discussed at what amount we should be utilizing liens. Kevin 

will ask Candy from attorney’s office for recommendations and current cost of 

options.  

c) Speed Control Update. As stated in President’s report, Tempo is in process of 

obtaining quotes for the work to be completed within the previously discussed 

timeline. Kevin also asked Ameer if he would contact the County Traffic 

Commission since he had already developed contacts with them and inquire as to 

whether they would consider painting ‘slow’ warnings on the street surface in the 

problem areas, or if not, would they allow us to do so.  

 

VI. New Business 

a) Pending Bills. Received invoice for attorney review of county purchase proposal. 

Kevin Campbell motioned to approve, Ameer Beitvashahi seconded; all in favor. 

b) Open Board Positions. We received one email inquiry who was unable to join 

meeting tonight. One person joined meeting tonight and expressed interest, we 

discussed the various openings and responsibility for his consideration. Kevin 

Campbell will follow up with all that expressed interest. We will work to appoint two 

members by email action taken without meeting prior to March meeting, and then 

confirm Officers at that time.  
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c) Architecture Requests 

1. Fire home rebuild, request outlining colors of shingles and siding. Reviewed 

request and pictures, the color choices are different from prior home but are in 

line with requirements and aesthetics. Kevin Campbell motioned to approved, 

Cindi Livingston seconded; all in favor. (2022-3) 

2. See request completed in Homeowner Forum above. (2022-2) 

d) New Homeowner Observations / Violations 

1. Consistent loud music/noise complaint. Pending verification; Kevin Campbell 

will contact some homeowners near to see if they have noticed, and also 

notify the reporting homeowner that if the issues occur specifically late at 

night, they should report to the non-emergency Sheriff line as this is also in 

violation of Monroe County Code. (2022-5) 

2. Car engine/exhaust noise. Numerous complaints received (14 different 

homeowners sent observations) of a specific car that has modified engine and 

exhaust and frequently revs the engine as well as travels at high rates of speed, 

which causes loud engine and exhaust noises that can be heard quite some 

distance away in homes and at all times of day. Kevin Campbell will compose 

letter citing CCR noise/nuisance clause as well as reference to Monroe County 

noise ordinance and provide to Tempo to send this week. (2022-3) 

e) Fullerton Pike Extension Project. Proposal received from County regarding 

purchase of small amounts of HOA common area that will be part of the land affected 

by the project. As we authorized during January meeting, Kevin provided the 

proposal documents to our attorney for his review and advice, to ensure we act in the 

best interests of the HOA and subdivision as a whole. Kevin and Cindi participated in 

a conference call with attorney, who stated that the documents and proposal seemed 

to be both legally in order and reasonable, and also noted that as surmised, it is likely 

that if the proposal is not accepted the County would use ‘eminent domain’ and claim 

the affected property at a later date regardless. Selling now avoids any later legal 

proceedings which would likely cost the HOA money; and also, by selling now the 

HOA receives funds which can be added to the operating budget or reserves and used 

to the benefit of Homeowners. He also stated that any cost of us obtaining a second 

appraisal regarding the amount offered would likely cost more than it would net from 

any change in price, as the land is common area that really has no other use and 

function, and it also appeared the neutral appraiser was reputable and well-

credentialed per the documents. Kevin Campbell motioned to approve the sale, 

Ameer Beitvashahi seconded; all in favor.  
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f) Duke Energy-Tree Removal. Duke has contracted tree removal company regarding 

removal of trees encroaching on power line. Contractor needed permission to remove 

a tree on HOA common area, and as it was an urgent need Kevin provided such. All 

agreed that this was really the only option for the urgent request and that it was better 

to have the tree removed regardless to prevent any potential future issues. 

g) Other Business. Received general email from attorney recommending that law firm 

be listed as registered agent for the HOA with the State. This is free as part of our 

retainer. Discussed and determined Kevin Campbell will email attorney and Tempo 

asking for process of registering, any cost of changing, pros and cons of having the 

attorney representative act in this manner VS Tempo, which is the current registered 

agent.  

h) Sidewalk Extension Snow Removal. Cindi expressed that a recent comment on the 

HOA Facebook page had brought this up and we had failed to previously consider it 

as there had not been a heavy snow that caused long lasting snow/ice on it. Since this 

is HOA property, we will need to plan for snow removal. Discussed Kevin reaching 

out informally to Batcho and see if this is something they could do and how much 

would it cost. In the interim Ameer will use his snowblower on it as needed.  

 

VII. Adjournment. Kevin Campbell adjourned the meeting at 8:44 pm.  

 

Minutes submitted by: Cindi Livingston     DATE: 2/15/2022  

Minutes approved by:  Kevin Campbell     DATE: 3/09/2022 

       Ameer Beitvashahi 

       Cindi Livingston 


